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ABSTRACT Achieving quick responses with limited energy consumption in mobile cloud computing is
an active area of research. The energy consumption increases when a user’s request (task) runs in the local
mobile device instead of executing in the cloud. Whereas, latency become an issue when the task executes in
the cloud environment instead of the mobile device. Therefore, a tradeoff between energy consumption and
latency is required in building sustainable Internet of Things (IoT), and for that, we have introduced a middle
layer named an edge computing layer to avoid latency in IoT. There are several real-time applications, such as
smart city and smart health, where mobile users upload their tasks into the cloud or execute locally. We have
intended to minimize the energy consumption of a mobile device as well as the energy consumption of the
cloud system while meeting a task’s deadline, by offloading the task to the edge datacenter or cloud. This
paper proposes an adaptive technique to optimize both parameters, i.e., energy consumption and latency by
offloading the task and also by selecting the appropriate virtual machine for the execution of the task. In the
proposed technique, if the specified edge datacenter is unable to provide resources, then the user’s request
will be sent to the cloud system. Finally, the proposed technique is evaluated using a real-world scenario to
measure its performance and efficiency. The simulation results show that the total energy consumption and
execution time decrease after introducing an edge datacenters as a middle layer.

INDEX TERMS Cloud computing, latency, edge datacenter, energy consumption, mobile computing, task
scheduling, IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.) have become
essential objects in today’s world. Billions of global users
are connected to the Internet and various information services
through a variety of mobile devices that can in turn be used
to build IoT infrastructure. With the help of fast 4G and
LTE (Long-Term Evolution) networks mobile devices have
become the medium to connect clouds to the mobile realm.
For more than a decade, cloud computing has been a hot
topic for both industry and academia. It provides comput-
ing resources, service platforms, and software to users and
IT-companies. It is already known that mobile devices gener-
ate more traffic than any other network connected devices [1].
It is important to note that mobile device resources, such
as, battery life, computing capability, bandwidth, and stor-

age capacity remain constant. Thus, a new gap is emerging
between the requirements of a new generation of mobile
devices and legacy mobile devices with limited resource
capacity. To solve this problem, mobile devices need to take
advantage of the ample resources available in cloud sys-
tems [2]. To take advantage of cloud services tasks need to
be offloaded into a cloud, i.e. from mobile devices to cloud
systems over wireless channels.

In IoT, mobile devices have become core components for
computation and inter-device communication [3]. Due to
limited resources smart devices upload their tasks to the dat-
acenter for computation. Smartphones can have a connection
with the cloud through an access point or cellular network
services. Service-oriented applications (like database servers
and web applications), utility computing and virtualization
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are the backbones of cloud computing services. Clouds pro-
vide an ideal solution for mobile computing because of
various reasons such as systemmobility, communication, and
portability.

Today, battery life is one of the prime factors affecting
the usability of mobile devices. By improving CPU exe-
cution time, screen quality and utilization, battery life can
be increased [4], [5]. Thus, we propose an algorithm for
task offloading to the edge datacenter and the cloud, which
should relief mobile devices from consuming huge amounts
of energy by avoiding task runs locally. Some of the local
tasks will take longer time to run due to their size and the
limited capability of the mobile device and this increases
battery consumption. The introduction of an edge datacenter,
between the mobile user and the cloud, allows for exploiting
customized services that could be running on a nearby virtual
machine (VM) (i.e. close to the mobile user). This technology
can assist users to overcome the limitations of mobile com-
puting due to latency and low bandwidth [6].

Storage capacity is also a significant barrier for mobile
devices. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) has developed to
overcome this problem and store data in the cloud through
the wireless network [7]. One such example is the Amazon
Simple Storage Service, which can allow MCC services to
offer users more processors to handle their applications.

Task offloading from a mobile device to a cloud might not
be the best solution. The offloading process might take longer
time in getting service responses. As a result, edge computing
can provide the needed resources for mobile devices instead
of a cloud datacenter [8]. In this way, we could amortize the
latency problem associated with service responses. An edge
datacenter constitutes of a small subset of the resources of
those in a cloud. The response will be faster if we offload the
tasks to an edge datacenter, and also the propagation time will
be lesser as compared to offloading them to a cloud [9]. The
execution of a large number of tasks through the resources
available in the edge datacenter or cloud, or locally by the
mobile device can also improve the total energy consumption.

A. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 1: Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) refers

to an infrastructure where both the data storage and data
processing occur outside the mobile device. Mobile cloud
applications move the computing power and data stor-
age away from mobile phones into the cloud for efficient
execution.
Definition 2: Edge Computing is a service delivery

model that can be used to process tasks that that have limited
access to resources in a distributed system.

The resource allocation problem for mobile applications
can be illustrated through an example. We consider three
mobile devices, where two tasks (t11, t12) in the first mobile,
three tasks (t21, t22, t23) in the second mobile and one task
(t31) in the third mobile. Further, it is assumed that there
are two VMs (vedc1, vedc2) in the edge datacenter and four
VMs (vc1, vc2, vc3, vc4) in the cloud. The energy consumed

TABLE 1. Energy consumption for offloading tasks to VMs in the edge
datacenter and cloud.

TABLE 2. Execution delays for offloading tasks to VMs in an edge
datacenter and cloud.

for tasks offloading to the edge datacenter VMs as well as
to the cloud VMs are given in Table 1. The last column of
Table 1 shows the energy consumption for the execution of
tasks locally in the mobile devices. Similar to the energy
table, the task execution delay table is shown in Table 2. Here,
the execution delay is 0, by running tasks locally in mobile
devices.

One of the allocation results for mobile tasks to VMs is
shown in Table 3. These allocation results are for minimum
energy consumption i.e. 20, where we are not concerned with
the total execution delay i.e. 18. If we allocate the task t22 to
vc3 instead of vc1, then the total execution delay is reduced
to 15without affecting the total energy consumption as shown
in Table 4. In most of the cases, the energy consumption value
decreases due to the tasks execution in an edge datacenter.
One of the reasons for this is the communication distance
between the mobile device and edge datacenter and between
the mobile device and cloud system.

This paper studies the problem of tasks offloading from
mobile devices to the edge datacenter or to the cloud for
minimizing the energy consumption as well as execution
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TABLE 3. An allocation result.

TABLE 4. An allocation result.

delays. There are three cases: (1) whether the task can be
offloaded to the edge datacenter or not; (2) whether the task
can be offloaded to the cloud or not; (3) if both (1) and (2) fail,
then execute the task locally in the mobile device. This paper
also explains how to select an appropriate virtual machine
in the edge datacenter or cloud according to the specified
deadline so that performance metrics are optimized.

B. MOTIVATIONS
User demands gradually migrate popular software to mobile
platforms. However, mobile devices are restricted by limited
computational capability and battery capacity [10]. There-
fore, energy remains a major obstacle for the implementa-
tion of reliable and sophisticated mobile applications. Task
offloading models can satisfy the requirement of the energy-
saving. Offloading of mobile tasks (application) for further
computation can prolong battery life and optimize computa-
tion capability, network bandwidth, and storage space [10].
In addition to energy consumption of mobile device, cloud
energy consumption can be optimized by the carefully bal-
ancing the interplay between clouds and mobiles offload-
ing [11]. The Mobile cloud computing (MCC) paradigm
combines the strength of clouds and mobile devices which
generated a lot of attention [10], [12]. This motivated us to
introduce an intermediate layer to deploy edge datacenters to
help in building sustainable IoT infrastructure.

C. CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.

1) The task allocation problem is formulated as an integer
linear programming (ILP) problem.

2) A polynomial time heuristic algorithm has been pro-
posed for the allocation and execution of heterogeneous
mobile applications with the available resources of an
edge datacenter or cloud or locally in themobile device.

3) Proposed algorithm optimizes the energy consumption
and the delays associated with the task. This paper also
has analyzed the complexity of the proposed algorithm.

4) The simulations illustrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithm.

D. ORGANIZATION
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 outlines an overview of some of the related work;
Section 3 reviews the system with the formulation of the
problem; Section 4 illustrates the proposed work to optimize
various parameters in a heterogeneous computing environ-
ment. Section 5 presents the simulation results and shows
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm (EETAMCS), and
Section 6 concludes the work.

II. RELATED WORK
The advancement of cloud computing systems with virtual-
ization techniques offer an adequate way of executing a large
number of user tasks, and hence considerably enhance the
utilization of computing resources [13]–[17]. MCC is meant
to address the computation specifics of latest smart mobile
phones based applications [1], [14], [18]. More research
work has been proposed for the offloading of tasks to the
cloud [6], [19], [20].

When a huge number of tasks are offloaded to the edge
datacenter or cloud, resource allocation becomes more chal-
lenging since the problem is already NP-hard [21]. Various
heuristic approaches have been proposed to solve the alloca-
tion problem. Traditionally, a cloud computing system offers
pay per use policy for the execution of tasks.

A cloudlet-based mobile cloud computing model is pro-
posed with a focus on determining the extra energy con-
sumption during dynamic wireless communications [9].
Researchers have introduced a cloudlet layer in between the
mobile application and the cloud to build a green mobile
cloud. Chen et al. [22] have developed an online small-cell
base station offloading framework to maximize system per-
formance while meeting energy constraints. They have also
formulated an equal offloading game among base stations to
examine the stability and efficiency loss in terms of cost.
Li and Wang [23] explained the support of mobile appli-
cations with the help of a mobile cloudlet (or edge data-
center) [7]. Specifically, researchers have investigated the
cloudlet capacity, cloudlet nodes lifetime, and resource reach-
able time for an efficient mobile cloud system [23].

A probabilistic time deadline for each task and compared
energy consumption is proposed by the execution of a task
locally on the mobile device and the remote execution on
a cloud [20]. Authors have expressed the cooperative task
execution as a constrained stochastic shortest path problem
across an acyclic graph with a restriction of a probabilistic
time deadline. Their main aim is to minimize the energy con-
sumption of mobile device while meeting the task deadline,
by offloading tasks to cloud. Satyanarayanan et al. [6] have
designed an architecture through virtualization technology to
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FIGURE 1. Mobile cloud system model with an edge datacenter.

instantiate customized service software quickly on a nearby
cloudlet and then utilize that service over a wireless LAN.

Cui et al. [21] have expressed the minimum-energy task
allocation problem as a 0-1 knapsack problem and shown its
NP-hardness. They have proposed a greedy algorithm with
a polynomial-time complexity that allocates the task in a
centralized mode to conserve the energy of mobile devices.
Kwak et al. [5] have optimized the CPU and network speeds
jointly to reduce the energy consumption of smartphone
applications. They have proposed a dynamic speed scaling
scheme to adjust the processing and networking rates jointly
for smartphones with the help of multiple wireless interfaces,
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), and multi-
tasking capabilities. They have shown that their approach can
improve 42% of battery usage when compared to the existing
schemes.

Previous work that is closely related to ours [13] and
inspired how we built our model. Specifically, the work
in [13] optimized energy consumption and execution delays
by offloading the tasks to the cloud. However, the delay is
higher when the task is executed in the cloud as compared
to local execution in the mobile device. This paper consid-
ers optimizing both energy consumption and the execution
delays of mobile applications. By considering the tradeoff
between energy consumption and latency, we propose algo-
rithms to decide whether a mobile application should be
offloaded to the VMs of the edge datacenter or the VMs of
the cloud or executed by the mobile device locally [24].

III. SYSTEM MODEL
In the proposed system in this paper, all mobile devices are
connected to a network via an access point; then the access
point sends the task to the next platform (edge datacenter).
The edge datacenter has a connection with the cloud system

as shown in Figure 1. The system model has three layers:
(1) the application layer, (2) edge computing layer, and
(3) cloud computing layer. In the application layer, the mobile
users generate their requests (tasks) for further process-
ing. Tasks are executed if the edge datacenter has available
resources. The cloud computing layer has enough resources
for the execution of applications. The cloud system, as well
as the edge datacenter, have physical resources which are
virtualized to support multitasking. The edge computing layer
has limited and fewer resources as compared to that of the
cloud.

We have considered a set of m mobile devices, denoted
by M = {M1,M2, . . . , Mm}. There are a finite number of
input tasks from each mobile device. The input task set of
the ith mobile device is represented as Ti = {ti1, ti2, . . . , tini}.
Here, tij represents the jth input task of ith mobile device, and
Mi has ni number of tasks. The set Di = {di1, di2, . . . , dini}
represents the deadline of the ith mobile device, where
dij is the deadline of task tij. The input task from each
mobile device can be executed locally on the mobile
device or offloaded onto a cloud or offloaded to the edge
datacenter to preserve the energy consumption of the mobile
device. There are k numbers of edge datacenters. Each edge
datacenter has qi number of VMs, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k . The
value of qi is very small when compared to p, and q =

∑
qi.

The set VC = {vc1, vc2, . . . , vcp} has p number of VMs in
the Cloud, while the set VEDC = {vedc1, vedc2, . . . , vedcq}
has q number of VMs in the edge datacenter.

This paper considers the allocation of all the mobile appli-
cations in three phases. In phase-I, we have tried to allocate
each task to the VMs of the edge datacenter. If phase-I fails,
then in phase-II we try to allocate the tasks to the VMs of the
cloud system. Finally, if both phase-I and phase-II fail, then
the task is executed locally in the mobile device.
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The energy consumption of mobile device Mi while exe-
cuting task tij locally is eij. The energy consumption is eijk to
execute task tij on the k th VM of the edge datacenter. Simi-
larly, the energy consumption is e′ijk to execute task tij on the
k th VMof the cloud system. The energy utilized by themobile
devices to execute applications locally is muchmore than that
to offload the applications to the cloud. And also the energy
consumed by the cloud system to run a mobile application is
more than that needed to run in the edge datacenter.

Assume thatDCijk andDEDCijk are the delays acquired by
offloading task tij to k th VM of the cloud and the k th VM of
the edge datacenter, respectively.

We have defined the two variables Xijk , and Yijk as follows:

Xijk =

{
1, if tij is offloaded to VM vedck
0, Otherwise

Yijk =

{
1, if tij is offloaded to VM vck
0, Otherwise

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The execution delay of task tij is 0, if tij runs locally on
the mobile device. DCijk , DEDCijk are the delay incurred by
offloading task tij to the k th VMof the cloud and the k th VMof
the edge datacenter, respectively. The execution delay of
task tij is:

q∑
k=1

Xijk × DEDCijk +
p∑

k=1

Yijk × DCijk (1)

Then, the total delay of executing all of the tasks can be
expressed as follows:

m∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

[ q∑
k=1

Xijk × DEDCijk +
p∑

k=1

Yijk × DCijk

]
(2)

The energy consumption of a mobile deviceMi denoted as
Ei incorporates three components: (1) the energy consumed to
offload mobile applications to the VMs of the edge datacen-
ter, (2) the energy consumed to offload mobile applications
to the VMs in the cloud, and the energy utilized to run some
mobile applications locally. We can express it as follows:

Ei =
ni∑
j=1

[(
1−

q∑
k=1

Xijk ×
p∑
l=1

Yijl

)
× eij

+

q∑
k=1

Xijk × e′ijk +
p∑
l=1

Yijl × eijl

]
(3)

Therefore, the total energy consumed by all the mobile
devices (M ) is E estimated by using Eq. 3 as shown below.

E =
m∑
i=1

Ei (4)

The contribution of this paper focuses on minimizing the
energy consumption and execution delay in the cloud envi-
ronment. Therefore, we have formulated the objective as

follows.

Minmize
m∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

[ q∑
k=1

Xijk × DEDCijk

+

p∑
k=1

Yijk × DCijk

]
+ η × E (5)

Subject to
q∑
l=1

Yijl = {0, 1}, ∀ tij ∈ T (6)

p∑
k=1

Xijk = {0, 1}, ∀ tij ∈ T (7)

ni∑
j=1

[(
1−

q∑
k=1

Xijk ×
p∑
l=1

Yijl

)
× eij

]
≤ Ei ∀ i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m (8)

Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 indicate that a task can be allocated to one
VM in the edge datacenter or cloud. Followed by Eq. 8 which
suggests that the energy employed to run mobile applications
locally in mobile device Mi should be less than the available
energy for Mi to remain operational.

The objective function i.e. Eq. 5 uses η to maintain the
trade-off between the energy consumption and delay. In some
cases, if the energy consumption of a mobile device is not a
critical issue as compared to the delay of the application, then
the value of η can be set to a small value or 0. If the η value
is 0, the problem becomes one of minimizing delay. Inversely,
if energy consumption is a major concern as compared to
delay, then the value of η is set to a larger one.

IV. PROPOSED RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNIQUE
The resources in an edge datacenter are not as abundant as
those in a cloud, due to the limited number of VMs. So,
if a large number of tasks is allocated to the edge datacenter
in a random manner, then the edge datacenter may run out
of resources after a certain time. Particularly, when large
numbers of tasks are executed simultaneously, this will lead
to the edge datacenter becoming overloaded. This highlights
the need to propose solutions for the overloading problem.

In this section, we present an algorithm for the allocation of
heterogeneous mobile applications (tasks) to resources. The
resource requirements of the mobile applications are always
different (i.e. dynamic), which can be estimated by the use
of Expected Time to Complete (ETC) matrix. According to
the ETC matrix a VM requires different time and energy
for the execution of different tasks [25]. In our proposed
method, at first, Scheduler-I tries to offload tasks to the edge
datacenter. If Scheduler-I fails, then the task is offloaded to
the cloud and if Scheduler-II fails again, then the task is
executed in the mobile device. So, the task is returned to the
mobile device for execution if the task cannot get serviced
by the cloud or the edge datacenter. These steps will reduce
the energy consumption as well as take into account the exe-
cution delays. The proposed method, Energy-Efficient Task
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FIGURE 2. Task execution in a mobile cloud environment.

Allocation in Mobile Cloud System (EETAMCS), is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1. Scheduler-I and Scheduler-II employ
Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, respectively. A flowchart for
the complete process for the execution of a task in a mobile
cloud environment is given in Figure 2.

The inputs to Algorithm 1 are the set of mobile devices:
M = {M1,M2, . . . , Mm}, the task set: T = {tij}, 1 ≤
i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the deadline of each task: D =
{dij}, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, available set of VMs in the
cloud: VC = {vc1, vc2, . . . , vcp}, available set of VMs in the
edge datacenter: VEDC = {vedc1, vedc2, . . . , vedcq}. The
algorithm undergoes several self-explanatory initializations
steps (1-6). If the task can be allocated to a VM in
the edge datacenter, then the condition in step (9) of
Algorithm 1 becomes true. Then, the Execute_Edge_Data_
Center() procedure presented in Algorithm 2 is invoked.
Algorithm 2 returns the VM location of the edge datacenter to
which the task tij will be allocated. The energy consumption
of that VM for the execution of tij will be computed, i.e, eijl
via Eq. 3, and the set of the execution times of all VMs of the
edge datacenter will be updated (ETVEDC).
The inputs to Algorithm 2 are the task: tij, the dead-

line of task: dij, VM set of the edge datacenter: VEDC =
{vedc1, vedc2, . . . , vedcq}, execution time of all VMs of the
edge datacenter: ETVEDC = {ETVEDC1,ETVEDC2, . . . ,

ETVEDCq}, and ETC matrix. Here, the set AVMij is initiated
to an empty set, which unites all available VMs for the
execution of tij based on the task deadline dij. TheETC matrix
accommodates the expected time to complete task tij in vedck ,
i.e. 1 ≤ k ≤ q. Algorithm 2 selects the VM which consumes
minimum energy among all the VMs of AVMij and assigned
to vedcr . Where, r is the position of the VM and 1 ≤ r ≤ q.

Algorithm 1 Energy-Efficient Task Allocation in Mobile
Cloud System (EETAMCS)
Input: Mobile device set: M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm}, Task
set: T = {tij}, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, Deadline of task:
D = {dij}, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, VM set in Cloud: VC =
{vc1, vc2, . . . , vcp}, VM set in Edge Datacenter: VEDC =
{vedc1, vedc2, . . . , vedcq}.
Output: Energy Consumption of all tasks (Energy)
1: Initialize Execution time ETVCk ← 0 ∀ VMs available

in the Cloud k, 1 ≤ k ≤ p
2: Initialize Execution time ETVEDCk ← 0 ∀ VMs avail-

able in the edge datacenter k, 1 ≤ k ≤ q
3: Initialize Energy consumption of VMs in Cloud
EVCk ← 0 ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ p

4: Initialize Energy consumption of VMs in edge datacenter
EVEDCk ← 0 ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ q

5: Initialize Energy consumption of Mi, EMi ← 0 ∀i, 1 ≤
i ≤ m

6: Initialize EMi← 0 ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
7: for each mobile Mi ∈ M do do
8: for each task tij ∈ T do do
9: if

∑q
l=1 Xijl = 1 then

10: [l, eijl,ETVEDCl] =

Execute_Edge_Data_Center()
11: Execute tij on l th VM of Edge Datacenter.
12: Update EVEDCl = EVEDCl + eijl
13: else
14: if

∑p
k=1 Yijk = 1 then

15: [k, e′ijk ,ETVCk ] = Execute_Cloud()
16: Execute tij on k th VM of Cloud.
17: Update EVCk = ETVCk + e′ijk
18: else
19: Execute tij at mobile device Mi locally.
20: Update EMi = EMi + eij
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: EEDC =

∑q
k=1 EVEDCk ∀vedck ∈ VEDC

26: EC =
∑q

k=1 EVCk ∀vck ∈ VC
27: EM =

∑m
i=1 EMi ∀Mi ∈ M

28: Return Energy = EEDC + EC + EM

The value of ETVEDCr is updated and finally returns all
values to Algorithm 1. This is followed by allocating task tij
to the l th VM of the edge datacenter for the execution. The
update of energy consumption of the l th VM of the edge dat-
acenter is performed as shown in step (12) of Algorithm 1 and
then proceed for the allocation of the next mobile task.

If the resource requirements for a task are not available
in the edge datacenter, then the condition in step (9) of
Algorithm 1 is false. Now, the condition in step (14) of
Algorithm 1 is checked, if the task tij offloaded to the cloud,
then the condition becomes true. Then, the Execute_Cloud()
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Algorithm 2 Execute_Edge_Data_Center
Input: Task: tij, Deadline of task: dij, VM set:
VEDC = {vedc1, vedc2, . . . , vedcq}, ETVEDC =

{ETVEDC1,ETVEDC2, . . . ,ETVEDCq}, ETC .
Output: VM position: Loc, Energy Consumption at Edge
Datacenter: Energy, Updated ETVEDC
1: Initialize AVMij← φ

2: for each VM vedck ∈ VEDC do
3: if {ETC(vedcijk )− ETVEDCk} ≤ dij then
4: AVMij = AVMij ∪ vedck ;
5: end if
6: end for
7: Find vedcr = Min{Energy_Consumption(AVMij)}, 1 ≤
r ≤ q

8: Update ETVEDCr = ETVEDCr + ETCijr
9: Energy = e′ijr
10: Loc = r
11: Return Loc, Energy, ETVEDC

Algorithm 3 Execute_Cloud
Input: Task: tij, Deadline of task: dij,
VM set: VC = {vc1, vc2, . . . , vcp}, ETVC =

{ETVC1,ETVC2, . . . ,ETVCp}, ETC .
Output: VM position: Loc, Energy Consumption at Cloud:
Energy, Updated ETVC
1: Initialize AVMij← φ

2: for each VM vck ∈ VC do
3: if {ETC(vcijk )− ETVCk} ≤ dij then
4: AVMij = AVMij ∪ vck ;
5: end if
6: end for
7: Find vcr = Min{Energy_Consumption(AVMij)}, 1 ≤ r ≤
p

8: Update ETVCr = ETVCr + ETCijr
9: Energy = e′ijr
10: Loc = r
11: Return Loc, Energy, ETVC

procedure presented in Algorithm 3 is called.
Algorithm 3 returns the VM location in the cloud to which
task tij will be allocated. The energy consumption of that
VM for the execution of tij, i.e, e′ijk , and the updated set of
execution times of all VMs of the cloud (ETVC).
The inputs to Algorithm 3 are the same as those of

Algorithm 2, i.e. task: tij, the deadline of task: dij, VMs
set of the cloud: VC = {vc1, vc2, . . . , vcp}, execution time
of all VMs of the cloud: ETVC = {ETVC1,ETVC2, . . . ,

ETVCp}, and ETC matrix. Similarly, here also the set AVMij
is initiated to an empty set, which unites all available VMs for
the execution of tij based on the task deadline dij. The ETC
matrix accommodate the expected time to complete task tij in
vck , 1 ≤ k ≤ p. Algorithm 3 selects the VMwhich consumes
minimum energy among the VMs ofAVMij and assigns to vcr .
Here, r is the position of the VM and 1 ≤ r ≤ p. The ETVCr

value is updated and finally returns all values to Algorithm 1.
Followed by, task tij is allocated to the k th VM of the edge
datacenter for execution. The update of energy consumption
of the k th VM of the cloud is performed in step (12) of
Algorithm 1 and then proceed for the allocation of the next
mobile task.

The unavailability of virtual resources in the edge data-
center and cloud for the execution of mobile task tij results
in the local execution in the mobile device Mi. The energy
consumption of ith mobile device is updated in step (20) of
Algorithm 1. The energy consumption of the edge datacenter
(EEDC) is the sum of energy consumed by all the VMs of
the edge datacenter. Similarly, the energy consumption of
the cloud (EC) is the sum of energy consumed by all VMs
of the cloud. The energy consumption due to the execution
of tasks locally by the mobile devices (EM ) is the sum of
energy consumption of all individual mobile devices. The
total energy consumption is the addition of all three as in
step (28) of Algorithm 1.
Lemma 3: The complexity of the proposed algorithm

(EETAMCS) is O(mnip2), where m is the number of mobile
devices, ni is the number of tasks of the ith mobile device, and
p is the number of VMs in the cloud.

Proof: To estimate the complexity of Algorithm 1,
we need to analyze the individual steps of the algorithm. The
algorithm includes the following steps:

• All the initialization steps of Algorithm 1 from
steps (1-6) requiresMaximum{O(2p)+O(2q)+O(2m)}
as time complexity which is linear.

• The maximum time required to evaluate step (9) of
Algorithm 1 is O(mniq). If the comparison is true, then
Algorithm 2 is called and which requires O(q) in time
complexity. Therefore, the complexity is O(mniq2).

• Similarly, the maximum time required to evaluate
step (14) of Algorithm 1 is O(mnip). If the comparison
is true, then Algorithm 3 is called and which requires
O(p) in time complexity. Therefore, the complexity
is O(mnip2).

• The rest of the of Algorithm 1 in steps (25-27) which
requires linear time and the last step requires constant
time i.e. O(1).

From the above analysis, we conclude that the complexity of
the algorithm is O(mniq2 + mnip2). Since, q ≤ p, the com-
plexity is O(mnip2).

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm by simulating a real world scenario. The simula-
tion of EETAMCS is conducted using the CloudSim sim-
ulator [26]. In this work, we have studied the impact of
task offloading onto the edge datacenter and have considered
a network of 20 mobile devices with randomly generated
heterogeneous tasks. Also, we assumed a uniform distribution
for the generation of energy consumption and delay of each
task, when they are executed locally, or on the VMs of edge
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FIGURE 3. Energy consumption in the mobile cloud system by varying the
number of VMs in the edge datacenter and cloud for 50 tasks.

FIGURE 4. Energy consumption in the mobile cloud system by varying the
number of VMs in the edge datacenter and cloud for 80 tasks.

datacenter or the VMs of the cloud. To set the number of
VMs of the edge datacenter and cloud, we have performed
simulations with a different number of tasks, i.e., 50, 80,
and 100. The number of VMs in the edge datacenter are less as
compared to the number of VMs in the cloud. Here, we have
experimented by varying the number of VMs of the edge
datacenter from 1 to 10 for different number of VMs in the
cloud i.e., 20, 30, 40, and 50. Since we have not considered
the energy consumption at the idle state of a VM, the least
number of VMs are taken into account. The simulation runs
for 10 times and the average results are considered for the
performance evaluation.

Figures 3-5 show energy consumption by varying the num-
ber of VMs in the edge datacenter and the cloud. It has
been observed that the changes of energy consumption are
steady after reaching 7 VMs in the edge datacenter and for
all four sets of VMs of the cloud. The energy consumption is
less when the number of VMs is more, which is concluded
from the experiments as shown in Figures 3-5. From the
graph, we can set the number of VMs in the cloud at 30 or
40 or 50. Now, we consider another parameter, execution
delay, to observe the performance in the last experimen-
tal setup. From Figures 6-8, it can be observed that the

FIGURE 5. Energy consumption in the mobile cloud system by varying the
number of VMs in the edge datacenter and cloud for 100 tasks.

FIGURE 6. Execution delay in the mobile cloud system by varying the
number of VMs in the edge datacenter and cloud for 50 tasks.

FIGURE 7. Execution delay in the mobile cloud system by varying the
number of VMs in the edge datacenter and cloud for 80 tasks.

improvement in delay is consistent after reaching 7 VMs
in the edge datacenter. From the results, we can set the
number of VMs in the cloud to 30 or 40 or 50. So, from
Figures 3-8, we found that the number of VMs in the
edge datacenter can be set to at least 7 and the number of
VMs in the cloud is set to 30 as we give more priority to
energy as compared to execution delays to deliver sustainable
IoT infrastructure.
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FIGURE 8. Execution delay in the mobile cloud system by varying the
number of VMs in the edge datacenter and cloud for 100 tasks.

FIGURE 9. Energy consumption versus the number of tasks for 7 VMs in
the edge datacenter and 30 VMs in the cloud system.

The performance of EETAMCS is evaluated by simulat-
ing the energy consumption and the execution delay for No
Offload (all tasks are executed locally on the mobile devices),
Cloud Offload (all tasks are executed on the VMs in the
cloud remotely), and Edge datacenter Offload (all tasks are
executed on the VMs of the edge datacenter). For the simula-
tion, we have set the number of virtual machines in the edge
datacenter to 7, 8, 9, and 10, the number of VMs in the cloud
to 30, and the number of tasks varies from 10 to 120 with an
interval of 20.

For cloud offload, if the cloud system does not provide
services to a task, then that task is executed locally by the
mobile device. Similarly, for the case of an edge datacenter
Offload, if the edge datacenter does not provide services
to a task, then that task is offloaded to the cloud, and if
the cloud is not be able to provide services, then the task
is executed locally in the mobile device. It is obvious that
the energy consumption of mobile devices is much higher
when the tasks are executed locally. However, if the tasks
are offloaded to the cloud or the edge datacenter, the energy
consumption decreases significantly. This is verified by our
experiments as given in Figures 9-12. The total energy con-
sumption of the system is less when the tasks are executed
via the edge datacenter as compared to the resources of
the cloud. Figure 13 shows the comparison of the execution

FIGURE 10. Energy consumption versus the number of tasks for 8 VMs in
the edge datacenter and 30 VMs in the cloud system.

FIGURE 11. Energy consumption versus the number of tasks for 9 VMs in
the edge datacenter and 30 VMs in the cloud system.

FIGURE 12. Energy consumption versus the number of tasks for 10 VMs
in the edge datacenter and 30 VMs in the cloud system.

delay of the edge datacenter offload and the cloud offload.
We have ignored the case of no offload because we assumed
that the execution delay of locally executed tasks is 0. The
performance comparison shows that the estimated execution
delay as affected by the number of tasks, when the number
of VMs is fixed to 7 in the edge datacenter, and number
of VMs is fixed to 30 in the cloud. The comparison graph
shows the advantage of edge datacenter offload with reduced
propagation delay involved in task offloading to the edge
datacenter rather than offloading to the cloud.
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FIGURE 13. Execution delay versus the number of tasks for 7 VMs in the
edge datacenter and 30 VMs in the cloud system.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This paper investigated system performance issues (energy
consumption and execution delays) when offloading tasks
from mobile devices to support services for sustainable IoT.
We proposed an energy-efficient task allocation in a mobile
cloud system (EETAMCS) algorithm which also consid-
ers execution delays. The algorithm manages to select an
appropriate VM for the execution of the task while meeting
deadline constraints. It was also proved that the proposed
algorithm runs in polynomial time. The mobile cloud sys-
tem model presented in this paper is based on augmented
execution of heterogeneous mobile applications in a cloud
environment. In addition to this, we have conducted extensive
simulation studies, which demonstrates the performance of
the proposed EETAMCS for mobile offloading involving an
edge datacenter and cloud. This work helps to find an IaaS
for different mobile applications by varying the task model.

The proposed technique provides efficient computing ser-
vices to the mobile cloud user. This can be further modified
for various applications. In the future, we aim to apply the
proposed approach to other applications that are dynamic in
nature and run experiments using real-time testbeds.
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